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Abstract 
In the multivariate model with constraints an equivalence between a 
geometrically motivated testing procedure and the procedure based on 
the statistics Ho a n d R\ is proved. 
K e y words: Linear model with constraints, best linear unbiased 
estimator. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 62J05 
1 Introduction 
The article is composed by three parts . In the first part a geometric approach 
to linear hypothesis testing is demonstrated, in the second the theory of test 
statistics RQ and R\ is mentioned and in the third part a comparison of both 
these testing procedures is given. 
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2 Definitions, notations and lemmas 
2.1 Notations 
Let Y be an n-dimensional random vector with normal probability distribution, 
what is denoted as Y ~ IVn(X/3, X). Here X is a known n x k matrix, j3 
is an unknown k-dimensional vector parameter and S is a known covariance 
matrix; sometimes X. can be written as <r2V, where V is a known matrix and 
a2 e (0, oo) can be an unknown parameter. Values of vector j3 may be in the 
set V = {u : bg,i -F B ^ u = 0}, resp. in K
k (k-dimensional Euclidean space), 
here b^i is a known ^-dimensional vector and B is a known q x k matrix. 
Matrix C means matrix X 'V^X or X ' E ^ X . 
/3 means estimator, which respects neither a hypothesis, nor restrictions on 
the vector parameter /3. 
/3 means estimator, which respects restrictions on parameters /}-_ , . . . ,/3fc, or 
a hypothesis (in a model without constraints). 
/3H means estimator, which respects restrictions and also a hypothesis. 
Xh(0) means the random vector with a chi-square distribution with h degrees 
of freedom and with the parameter of noncentrality equal to zero. 
2.2 Definitions 
Definition 2.1 The symbol P™ means the projection matrix onto M(A) = 
{Am>nu : u G R
n } in a linear real vector ra-dimensional space R m with respect 
to a norm ||.||w which is defined by the relation ||x||w = Vx'Wx, x G R m . 
Here W is an m x m p.d. (positive definite) matrix. 
Definition 2.2 We say, that a triad (Y, X/3, !S) is a regular univariate linear 
model, if Y means an n-dimensional random vector, with an assigned class of 
distribution functions T\ T={F(.,{3); (3 G R*5}, with the properties 
Ea= [ udF(u,(3) = X/3; 
(3 € Rfc, r(Xnxk) = k<n1 
[ (u - X/3)(u - X(3)'dF(u, (3) = a2V 
and V is a p.d. matrix. 
Definition 2.3 If in a regular linear model the parameter /3 is an element of a 
set {u : u 6 R* : b + Bu = 0}, where r(BgXfc) = q <-k and b G M(B), then 
this model is called model with constraints. 
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2.3 Lemmas 
Lemma 2.4 (Pearson) Let £ ~ Nn(/x,S), where r(S) = r < n. Then the 
random variable (£ — ii) S~(£ — fi) is xl'distributed. 
Proof see in [3], p. 84. 
Lemma 2.5 Let f B,' c) is a positive definite matrix; then 
A, B x 
B', C 
A" 1 + A ^ B f C - B ' A ^ B ^ B ' A " 1 , - A ^ B f C - B ' A ^ B ] 1 
- [C - B ' A ^ B ^ B ' A - 1 , [C - B ' A ^ B ] 1 
[A - B ' C ^ B ] " 1 , - [A - B ' C ^ B ^ B C 1 
- C ^ B ' I A - B ' C ^ B ] 1 , C 1 + C^B'fA - B ' C ^ B J ^ B C 1 
Proof by substitution. 
Lemma 2.6 Let Y~ Nn(ii, S) . Let S be a p.d. matrix. Then 
Y'AY - X?(AS)(*) <=> A S A = A & * = A*'AM> 
where Xr(AS)(^) means the random variable with a chi-square distribution, with 
r(AS) degrees of freedom and with the parameter of noncentrality 6. J//x = 0, 
then we obtain central chi-square distribution. 
Proof see in [5], p. 171. 
Lemma 2.7 Model (Y,X/3,a2V), (3 G Kk, b + B/3 = 0 is equivalent with 
model (Y - X/30,XKB7,<7
2V), 7 e R
fc~ rW, where /3 = /30 + K B 7 and /30 
is a particular solution of the equation h + B/30 = 0. The matrix K B W of full 
rank in columns and fulfils the relation yVf ( K B ) = Ker(B) = {u : Bu = 0} . 
Proof is obvious. 
Lemma 2,8 Let A + denote the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of a matrix 
A (cf [5], p. 50). Let yVt(B') C M(W), where W is p.s.d. (positive semidefi-
nite) matrix, then 
(MB'WMBO"1" = w + - W + B ' ( B W + B ' ) ~ - W + . 
Proof It is sufficient to verify the properties of Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse. D 
Lemma 2.9 The following equalities are valid 
(M A VM A )
+ = M A ( M A V M A ) + = (M A VM A )
+ M A = 
= M A ( M A V M A )
+ M A 
Proof This is a consequence of Lemma 2.8. • 
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Lemma 2.10 The following equalities are valid 
i. (pr i)u- iPT.-E- iPX-
2. ( M A ' y S ^ M S " ' = £
- 1 M A ' = (M A £M A )+ 
Proof is obvious. 
3 Geometric approach to hypothesis testing 
Theorem 3.1 BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator) of /3 in model from 
Definition 2.3 is 
where 0 = C ^ X ' S ^ Y (BLUE of 0 in model from Definition 2.2); 
u = - C - 1 B ( B C - 1 B ' ) b . 
Proof The function F(/3) = (Y-X/3) '£ - 1 (Y-X/3) must be minimized under 
the condition b 4- B/3 = 0. We use the Lagarange method. 
Let $(j3, A) = F(/3) + A'(b + B/3). Then 
- - | ^ - = ~2X'£~1Y + 2X'Sr1X /3 - 2B'A = 0 => 
(3 = C-1(B'\ + X'I;-1Y) 
If we substitute 0 into condition (partial derivation of $ by A), we get 
A = -[BCT^B'j-^fBCr^X'X.-^Y + b] 
h = [I - C^B'iBC^B')-^]^ - C ^ B ' C B C ^ B ' ^ b . 
Since C is a p.d. matrix, the /3 which we found, gives the minimum of the 
function F(.). Now it is necessary to show the equality 
Ker(B) I - C ^ B C ^ B ' ) ^ , 
which is equivalent to P£ e r ( B ) Pg e r ( B ) =
 P£er(B) & M(P^er(B)) = Ker(B) & 
& (PSer(B))'<-' = ^^Ser(B)- -* *s °frvi°us h° w t o prove these three equalities. 
• 
Theorem 3.2 Let the null hypothesis Ho : H/3 + h = 0. be accepted in the 
regular linear model from Definition 2.3. Let 
r(Hhxk) = h<k; r ( H J = g + h < k. 
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Then the BLUE of (3, which accepted the null hypothesis Ho, is given by the 
formula: 
where 
!% - -Ker(H) P A l h I i 
I ~ ) ^{c-^вчвc-^в')-1-
-[H(M B 'CMB')
+ ] '[H(MB'CM B 0




Proof The postulate to implement a null hypothesis is equivalent to another 
constraints in our model. We have to solve model with constraints 
/3e{ 
Hence the solution is: 
/§H = | l - C -
1 ( B ' ; H ' 
- C - ^ B ' j H ' ) 






C-ҶB';H') ' UĽ 
': ÍЗ 
and Lemma 2.5. Thus 
3 = (BC^B') 1 + (BC^BO^BC^H'PHCTJH' 
-нс-1в'(вс-1в')-1вс-1н1-1нс-1в'(вс-1в')-1 
(3 = -(вс-^О^вс^н'рс^н'-нс^чвс-^О^вс-^г 1 
3 ' = -[нс~хн' - нс~1в,(вс_1во-1вс-1н']-1 х 
х Н С ^ В ' О В С ^ В ' ) - 1 
3 = [нс-1н,-нс-1в,(вс-1в')-1вс-1н']-1. 
Let 
then 
A = ( C - 1 B ' ; C _ 1 H 
л= ľc-1в'[3+c-1н'гЗ';C-1в'[3+c-1н,[3' 
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Further 
c-^в'111+c-^ 
= c-^вҷвc-^в')-1 + c-1в'(вc-1в')-1вc-1н'x 
x [нc-^ -нc^в^вc-^вo-^вc-^ j-^нc^вчвc^в')1-
- c-̂  iнc^ - HC^BOBC^B^BC^ ] 1 x 
x нc-^вчвc^в')-1 
c^в' 2 + C
_ 1 H ' І З 
= - C ^ B ' t B C ^ B ' ^ B C ^ H ' x 
x [ H C - ' H ' - H C - ' B ' C B C - ^ O ^ B C ^ H ' ] - ^ 




1 " л (н) = i1""[I ~ ̂ 'BЧBC^BO^BJC^ x 
x {нc- i - вҷвc-^вo^вc-Чн'}-^)[i - c-1в'(вc-1в,)-1в]. 
Now we find Var(ß). 




[I - C - l B ' ( B C - 1 B ' ) " 1 B ] C - 1 . 
Thus 
1 " A (]ti) = I ~ F a r ^ ) H , [ H ^ ^ ^ ) H 1 ~ l H P g e r ( B ) 
and it can be expressed as P ^ / H ) ' PKer(B)- B y substitution we obtain 
P H - ľKer(H) 
ł'-»G) D 
The difference J3H - J3 could be used for verification of the null hypothesis. 
If Y - Nn(X/3, E) and H0 is true, then 
>[Var0)] [Varф)p ßн-ß~ -V»Ю, (I" P£$j J ' )Var(ß)(I - P ^ j г ) ' ] • 
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Since H/3H + h = 0, we obtain 
H 0 H - H/_J = -(Hj& + h) - iVfc[0, HVar(/_-)H'] 
and 
H(I - P ^ H ? V « K £ ) ( I - P£ea;(H]
1+)'H ' = HVar_§)H'. 
If we use Lemma 2.4, we obtain the following Theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 Let Y ~ _Vn(X/3,£), /3 £ {u : hqxl + Bqxkukxl}, r(Xnxk) = 
k < n, r (£) = n, r(BflXfc) = q < k. If H0 : h + H/3 = 0, ujftere r(H/̂ xjfe) = 1i 
«nd r ( H ) = g + /i, t/ien 
(H/3 + h)'[HVarO_)H']-1(H^ + h) ~ *£ • 
Remark 3.4 If 
(Hj_ + h)'[HVor(#l)H']-
10._1_ + h) > x£(l - a) 
(the (1 — a)-quantile of xl) w e reject the null hypothesis HQ. 
4 Hypothesis testing by using RQ and R\ 
Lemma 4.1 Let Y ~ _V(X/3,cr2V), where V is p.d. matrix. We test the null 
hypothesis h + H/3 = 0. Let 
Rl = m i n ^ Y - X u y V - ^ Y - X u ) ; u e R * } 
R\ = min{(Y - Xu) 'V_ 1(Y - Xu); u € {u : h + Hu = 0}} 
andM(H') c M ( X ' ) . Then 
1- Rl~o2xl-r<KY 
2. R\ ~ t r 2x 2_ r ( X ) + r ( H ) 
fwit/i the parameter of noncentrality 6 = (h+*W(HC^H ') ______, j n c a s e ; 
that the n_Z/ hypothesis is not true; if the null hypothesis is true, then 
6 = 0). 
3. R\-Rl = (H_ +h) '[HC-H']-(H/3+h) ~ a2x2 ( H ) with the parameter of 
noncentrality 6 in case, that the null hypothesis is not true. The statistic 
R\ — i?0 is stochastically independent of R%. 
Proof see in [4], p. 225. 
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Using Lemma 4.L, we obtain 
R1 — Rn 
" 2̂ ' *r(H),n-r(X) 
[n-r(X)] 
(the Fisher-Snedecor random variable with r(H) and n - r(X) degrees of free-
dom and with the parameter of noncentrality 6). This statistic can be used 
for testing the null hypothesis Ho : h + H/3 = 0 against the alternative Ha '• 
h + H/3 -i 0. 
Theorem 4.2 Let /3 &e BLUE of the parameter /3 in the model (Y, X/3, a2V), 
0 G V = {u G Rfc : Bu + b = 0}. Let M(B') C M(X') = M(C); M(W) C 
M(X',B') kM(H)nM(B) = {0}. / / 
Rl - min{(Y - X/3)N-1(Y - X/3); 0 G v } 
and 
i?2 = min{(Y - X/3YV_1(Y - X/3); /3 G {/3 : ft + H/3 = 0} & /3 G v } , 
then: 
(i) Rl ~ a 2 x 2 _ r ( x ) + r ( H ) . 
fji) (Jif — -RQ) ~ v2xlm)($)> here the parameter of noncentrality 
6 = £'[HVar(/3)H']-£, w/zere £ = H/3 + h / 0. 
f'mj / / we &noio £ ( = <r2V), i/ien we de^ne 
R2 = min|(Y - X ^ ' S T ^ Y - X/3); | 3 e v ) 
fi£ = mini (Y - X ^ ' X T 1 (Y - Xj3); 0 G {/3 : h + H/3 = 0} & /3 G v } • 
Then 
R2 - R2 = (H£ + h)'tHVar0)H']-(Hj& + h) ~ Xr(H)(5) • 
fivj RQ and Rl — UQ are stochastic independent. 
Proof (i) Using Lemma 2.7 and the Gauss-Markov theorem, we can use the 
equivalent model 
(Y - X / 3 0 , X K B 7 , < T 2 V ) , H0:h + H K B 7 + H/30 = 0; 
thus (cf. Lemma 4.1); we can write: 
R2 = (Y - X/30 - XK^ 7 ) 'V-
1 (Y - X/30 - XK^ 7 ) = 
= (Y - X ^ ' V - ^ Y - X0) ~ a2xLKXKB) = "
2 x t r ( x ) + r ( B ) 
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Since M(B') C M(X') = M(C), the equality r(B) = r(X) is valid. Hence we 
obtain: 
^ 0 ~ ^ Xn-r(X)+r(B) ' 
(ii) We know, that M(H') C M(X'9 B'). Hence also K'B.M(H') C K'BM(X', B') 
and K'BM(W) = M(K^Hf) since K^B - 0, M(K'BX'.K^B') - M(K'BX'). 
Thus we obtain 
M(K'BH') C M(K'BX'). 
This we use for determining the distribution of R\ - RQ] 
R\ - Rl = (Y - X/30 - X g ^ 7 )
/ V " 1 ( Y - X/30 - x i g 7 ) ~ 
- (Y - X(3Q - XK^7)
/V" 1(Y - X/30 - X K B 7 ) 
= (Y - XfrH)'V-
l(Y - X^ H ) ~ (Y ~ X ^ ' V - ^ Y - X/§) -
- ^ 2 X r ( H K B )
= ( 7 2 X r ( H ) ^ r ( B ) . 
Here the equality r(B) = r(AMB') + r(B) was used. Since we assume JM(H') C 
JVi(X',B') k JVf(H) n Ai(B) = {0}, the following relation is valid 
r (*gj - r(B) - r(H) + r(B) - r(B) - r(H). 
Hence we obtain: R\ — R% ~ °"2Xr(HV 
The (iii) and (iv) follow from the proof of Lemma 4.1. D 
5 Comparison of the geometric approach with 
test statistics R$ and Rl 
In the section 3 we proved, that the BLUE of the parameter (3 in the regu-
lar model (Y,X/3,E); /3 G {u <E R* : b + Bu = 0}, where we test the null 
hypothesis h -f H/3 = 0, is given by the estimator J3 in the form 
where £ = C ^ X ' E ^ Y and u = - C ^ B ' t B C - ' B ' J - ' b . We also proved 
a _p[Vfflr(^)]+a ,
/ b 
PH — CKer(U) P A Ker(H) M ~ ^ h > 
To test the null hypothesis we use the statistic 
(Hjl + hJ'pHVari^H'J-HHZ + h) ~ Xfc(0), 
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where r(H) = h. Now we try to investigate a relation between this approach 
and the utilization of the statistics R% and R\. 
We will use model (Y,X/3,E); (3 G V = {D/3 + d = 0}. We will test the 
null hypothesis H/3 + h = 0. Let r(XnXjfc) = k < n, r(DgXfc) = q < k, 
r(Hhxk) = h < k, r(2) - q + h <k and £ p.d. matrix. Let be 
Д* = rшn{(Y-X /9)'E-
1(Y-XjØ);d + D/3 = 0}, 
R\ min j ( Y - x/зys-Ҷү-x/з); + S)Ч 
If we use Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we can write: H/30 + H K D 7 + h = 0 
Rl = [(Y - X/30) - XK D 7] 'S-
1 [(Y - X/30) - X K D 7 ] 
= [(Y - X/30) - XK D 7]'S-
X [(Y - X/30 - X K D [ ( X K D ) ' S -
1 X K D ] ~ 1 X 
X ( X K D ) ' S -
1 ( Y - X / 3 0 ) ] 
= [(Y - X/30) - P X K D ( Y - - W I ' - ^ I M I K J X 
x (Y - X/30) = (Y - X/30)'[MxKD]
,S[MlK
1
D](Y - X/30). 
Since 
S ^ M I K , = (M xEMx)
+ + S - X P | C
 ]
1 D / 
(cf. also Lemma 2.10), we obtain: 
Rl = (Y - X/3 0 ) ' [ (M X SM X )
+ + S~ 1 P x c- l D -](Y - X/30). 
As far as the statistic R\ is concerned (/-*oo is any solution of Y — X/?( 
K / D \ 7 4- e. Thus 
0 0 
R\ = (Y- X/3 0 0 ) ' [M X K ( D )
 S M X K ( D ) ]
+ ( Y - X/300); 
further 
(Мхм(0,,н,)ЕМхм(0/н/))+ = 
= Е- 1 - Е-1ХМ ( 0,1н')(М (п',Н')
х 'Е-1ХМ (о,1но)
+Х'Е-1 
= Е- 1 - Е- 1Х(М (о,,Н ')
СМ ( п, ] Н, ))+ХЕ-
1 
= E ^ - E ^ X l C-1 - C-ҶD',H') 
= ( M X E M X )





l ( D ' , H ' ) 
(S)C~1(D'.H')]"1(н)c-1X'S-1. 
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If we use Lemma 2.5, we obtain 
.S-1XC-ҶD',H') ң ) н 1 
= £ - 1 XC- 1 D' (DC- 1 D' ) - 1 DC- 1 X' .S- 1 + S- 1 X(M D -CM D ' )
+ x 
xH ' [H(M D /CM D - )
+ H'] - 1 H(M D -CM D 0
+ X'S- 1 . 
Hence we can write: 
R* = (Y - X/30 0) ' [ (MxSMx)
+ + .S-1PXC
1_1D.](Y - X0OO) 
R\ = (Y - X/3 0 0 ) ' [ (M x SMx)
+ + E - ' P x c - D ' + 
+ -- Px(MD/CMD,)+H'](
Y ~ X/300) 
I^i ~ I^o — ( Y ~ X/300) £ Px(MD,CMD.)+H'(
Y - X/300) 
This shows us an internal structure of R% a R\. 
In the following we use the difference /3 - $ for testing the null hypothesis 
and we show that the same result is obtained as when we use the statistics R\ 
and R0. 
For model without constraints the BLUE of (3 is 0 = C^X 'XT 1 Y. Thus 
we obtain: 
R\ - R% = (Y - X3) 'E - 1 (Y - X0) - (Y - X^) 'E - 1 (Y - X0) 
= R20 + 2(H/3 + h)'{
1B.C-1~H!)-llH.C-1X"£,-l{Y - X/3)+ 
+ (H/3 + ^ ' ( H C - ^ O - ^ C - ^ ' S - ^ C - ^ ^ C - ^ O - H H ^ + h) - Rl. 
Since X'E_1(Y - X/3) = X 'E^Y - X'E_1X^ = 0, we can write 
R\ - Rl = (H/3 + ̂ ' (HC-^ ' J -^HjS + h). 
Thus 
0 = [I - C^H' fHC^H'^Hj /J - C - ^ ^ H C - ^ ' ) - ^ , 
what means, that 
Var(p-fi) = C - ' H ' i H C ^ T H C - 1 . 
This implies: 
0 - h)'[Var0 - h)]~0 ~k = [C^H'fHC^H'r^HS + h)]'x 
[C-1H'(HC-1H')-1HC-1]-[C-1H,(HC-1H')-1(HjS + h)] 
= (HjS + h)'(HC-1H')-1PI^
HC~lH'rl(H#d + h). 
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Since h e M(TA), the relations 
pCHC-Чť) x н = н 
H 
and 
p ( H C - H r 1 h = h 
are valid. If we use these equalities to the last term, we obtain 
0 - k'[Var0 - k)~0 ~k = (H)9 + h)'(HC-'H')-1 W + h). 
Hence testing using the statistic R\ — RQ is equivalent to the geometrical 
approach in model without constraints. 
Remark 5.1 With respect to Lemma 2.7, the testing by the statistic i?f — RQ 
is equivalent to the geometric approach also in the model with constraints, as 
it can be seen from Theorem 3.3. 
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